Food Studies Minor
Spring 2019 Tip Sheet

Foundational Courses:
Natural Science:
ANTH 220 (Ulibarri) Intro to Nutritional Anthropology (CRN 35848) [>3]

Elective Courses:
ANTH 365 (TBA) Food and Culture (CRN 35969) [WEB]
EC 491 (Kopriva) Issues in Economic Growth and Dev (CRN 36018)
EDST 450 (Stapleton) Equal Opp: Food and Schools (CRN 36740/36742)*
HIST 407 (Cutting-Jones) Sem Food & Empire (CRN 36356) [5 credits]
INTL 410 (Meek) Food Sovereignty (CRN 36294)
LA 390 (Keeler) Urban Farm (CRN 33134/33135)
MGMT 410 (Hjelm) Business of Food (CRN 33501)

Capstone Seminar:
EC 491 (Kopriva) Issues in Economic Growth and Dev (CRN 36018)
EDST 450 (Stapleton) Equal Opp: Food and Schools (CRN 36740/36742)*
HIST 407 (Cutting-Jones) Sem Food & Empire (CRN 36356) [5 credits]
INTL 410 (Meek) Food Sovereignty (CRN 36294)
LA 390 (Keeler) Urban Farm (CRN 33134/33135)
MGMT 410 (Hjelm) Business of Food (CRN 33501)

Bracketed codes refer to University Requirements: Arts and Letters = [>1]; Social Science = [>2]; Science = [>3]; Multicultural Codes = {IC}, {IP}, {AC}

*Students must email professor to register for this course

DISCLAIMER: The tip sheet is to be used as a guide only. Changes may be made to the class schedule after the tip sheets have been published. Any class on the tip sheet or requirement sheet is guaranteed to count toward the major in the Area under which it is listed. Classes on the tip sheet count in the Area for that particular term.